Fashion
Tips:
5
Fashion
Staples You Should Have in
Your Closet

When it comes to fashion, there are just certain things you
need to have in your wardrobe. Whether it’s a great set of
hoop earrings or a fashionable coat for the colder months,
these five fashion staples are things that no woman should go
without.

Keep reading for fashion tips about
these fashionable items and why

they’re the perfect addition to
your wardrobe.
1. Hoop/Statement Earrings
Hoop earrings and statement earrings both make a bold
statement and go well with just about any outfit. If you don’t
have a nice set of hoop earrings, you’ll want to get hold of
one for the sake of your wardrobe. Earrings are a must-have
accessory, and hoop or statement earrings can be used for
casual or professional occasions.
Hoop earrings have been around as a fashion accessory for
thousands of years (dating back to ancient Egypt) and it’s no
surprise that they’ve remained in fashion in American for the
last few decades. With a resurgence during the disco era in
the 60s/70s, hoop earrings have never really gone out of
style. They’re simple yet bold; blending perfectly with warm
and cool colors alike.
Statement earrings come in plenty of varieties to meet the
individual tastes of ladies all over the world. From flowing
tassels to boldly-colored gems and patterns, statement
earrings are a must-have alongside your hoop earrings. Each
serves a different purpose in terms of the outfit, but both
make an equally bold statement.
2. A Good Blazer
Having a blazer in your wardrobe is an absolute necessity;
especially if you’re in a professional field and need
something that’s not quite casual but not quite a full-blown
suit either. Blazers are usually plainly-colored, giving them
the ability to match with just about any pair of pants or
jeans. You can wear a blazer with a button-up shirt to a work
meeting, or over your favorite t-shirt for a night out.

You can even match your pants with your blazer to give your
outfit a more suit-like feel. If you need something a bit
bolder, you can find leather blazers as well. Blazers excel in
simplicity but give your outfit such a unique accent as to
warrant the perfect level of cohesion with whatever you’re
wearing. It’s an absolute must for any closet or wardrobe.
3. Black Pants
Perhaps one of the most important items that you’ll want to
have in your closet is a pair of black pants. We’re not
talking black jeans, either (although you’ll probably want a
pair of those too). A pair of black dress pants can be
combined with just about any color, accessory, or shoe; making
it a staple for any wardrobe.
Black is a neutral color, making it incredibly easy to match
with bold or subtle colors and patterns. Gold accessories look
especially nice with gold, but silver also shines against a
black outfit. A pair of black dress pants can be work to work
or to an upscale restaurant, giving this fashion staple the
versatility you need in your closet.
4. A Good Pair of Jeans
Of course, no wardrobe is complete without an excellent pair
of jeans. They need to be comfortable, form-fitting (unless
you enjoy the more loose style of jeans) and preferably darkwashed. A dark wash is better at accenting curves and giving
your figure a more refined appearance. This option works for
both average and plus-size ladies equally.
Jeans are pretty much the most common type of bottoms, so
having a good comfortable pair is nothing less than a
necessity. You’ll find that jeans come in all shapes, sizes,
and specifications, so you may need to shop around to find
that absolutely perfect fit. Sometimes, sizes vary among
brands, so be sure to try out jeans first if you can!

5. A Fashionable Coat
A good trenchcoat or long winter coat is the perfect addition
to a wardrobe for those colder months. The form-fitting long
coats will allow you to retain warmth while still being as
fashionable as possible, and there are some pretty amazing
long coats available for women in retail stores and online.
You can opt for a patterned coat with stripes, or a singlecolor option to go with just about any outfit. Wool coats are
incredibly warm, but a parka can also provide maximum warmth
and a great fit. Figure out which option fits your personal
style, and finish ironing out your wardrobe with the perfect
coat for all occasions.
The Take-Away
These five staples are must-haves for any wardrobe; covering
tops, bottoms, and accessories for a well-rounded closet that
you can use to create the perfect outfit. Be sure to include a
good coat in your wardrobe, as well as fashionable earrings
and the perfect pair of jeans.

